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Feedback from Employer (Industry Expert) 

Position in Organization: 

Contact Person: h-�,½Q._ �\��� Email-id: °' Y-..,1'\._ (J-\c.. 0\_ <;;,. ex_ A-\ c:��v-e . C (YVv" 

,.-_, Questions Strongly Agree Moderately Disagree 
Agree Agree 

The University is progressing towards building the academia-industry gap by inculcating advanced 
I,._,/" 

techniques in teaching learning process as per the requirement of industry. 
The University has provided very good infrastructure support and a logistic arrangement for holding the 

� placement derives. 
The University has sufficiently imparted the soft skills, analytical reasoning etc. inside its students. 

� 

The curriculum, teaching learning ai1d evaluation process of SIET is matching with the recent industrial 

requirement. ✓ -
Trir·· courses offered to provide a sol1ition to issues relevant to Gender, Environment, and I 

✓ 

Date: \c, \
Strongly Disagree 

---------- ---·--

: Susla1r1abliity. 

The current syllabus is job-oriented, skill-based and value-oriented.

The curriculum is relevant for employability and job placements. 

The curriculum is relevant for the solutions of global and national problems. 

Effectiveness of curriculum for the development of entrepreneurship. 

The lnternship helps iri placements. 
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1-.ny Suggestions: 

The industry-acdemia relationship can be strengthened by universities and industries collaborating on mutually agreed projects. 

This way, the industry can ask the university to work on say, a production or HR or process problem with a team of professors and students who can then use their 

academic knowledge to solve an industrial problem. Such projects should be time bound and the feedback obtained from the industry should be further used to offer better 

solutions. Subsequently, such solutions can be shared with other industries having similar problems. 

The same process should be applied to national and global level problems. For example, B Tech students should be encouraged to find cost effective solutions for detection 

of COVID symptoms and supply of oxygen to needy patients in collaboration with the industry. Subsequently, good and effective solutions can be commercialized and 

offered at cheaper and affordable prices to the masses. 

(Lt Col Manish Sharma) 
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